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ABSTRACI. 

This paper studies heterogeneous database systems from 
the multiple (poly) source @rrt) perspective. It aims at 
addressing issues such as “where is the data from” and 
“which intermediate data sources were used to arrive at 
that data” - issues which are critical to many users in 
utilizing information composed from multiple sources. 
Specifically, it presents a polygen model for resolving the 
Data Source Tagging and Intermediate Source Tagging 
problems. Secondly, it presents a data-driven query 
translation mechanism for mapping a polygen query into 
a set of local queries dynamically. A concrete example is 
also provided to exemplify polygen query processing. 

The significance of this paper lies not only in a precise 
characterization of a practical problem and a solution per 
se, but also in the establishment of a foundation for 
resolving many other critical research issues such as 
domain mismatch, semantic reconciliation, and data 
conflict amongst data retrieved from different sources. 
In a federated database environment with hundreds of 
databases, all of these issues are critical to their effective 
USt!. 

I. Introduction 

The increasingly globalized economy has driven many 
corporations to expand business beyond their traditional 
geographic and organizational boundaries. It is widely 
recognized today that many important application 
systems require access to and integration of multiple 
heterogeneous database systems both within and across 
organizational boundaries [4,10,15,53,661. These types 
of application systems have been refer& to as Federated 
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i%at&e Systems [23,26,32,41,51], Multidatnbase Systems 
[491 or Composite Injbrnration Systems (CIS) [37,38,52 79- 
83,851. 

This paper presents a polygen model’ to study 
heterogeneous database systems from the multiple (poly) 
source @en) perspective. It aims at addressing issues 
such as “where is the data from” and “which intermediate 
data sources were used to arrive at that data” - issues 
which are critical to many users in utilizing information 
composed from multiple sources. To the best of our 
knowledge, these issues have not been addressed 
befor$. To date, heterogeneous (distributed) database 
systems strive to encapsulate the heterogeneity of the 
underlying databases in order to produce an illusion that 
all information originates from a single source, often 
referred to as location transparency. In our field studies of 
actual needs, we have found that although the users 
want the simplicity of making a query as if it were a 
single large database, they also want the ability to know 

the source of each piece of data retrieved. 

The significance of this paper lies not only in a.precise 
characterization of a practical problem and a solution per 
se, but also in the establishment of a foundation for 
resolving many other critical research issues. For 
example, knowing the data source will enable a user or a 
query processor to interpret the data semantics more 
accurately, and knowing the data source credibility will 
enable the user or the query processor to further resolve 
potential conflicts amongst the data retrieved from 
different sources. Moreover, the polygen model has 
been developed as a direct extension of the Relational 
Model to the multiple database setting with source 
tagging capabilities, thus it enjoys all of the strengths of 
the traditional Relational Model. 

1 To highlight the source tagging problems, the phrase 
“polygen model” will be used in the paper instead of the 
conventional “global model.” By the same token, “polygeo 
qudwifytibe used instead of “global query,” and so on, 

2 ln MRDSM [49] , an administrator may define for any 
collection of databases a collective name called a 
multidatabase name. For instance, the databases Michelin, 
Kleber, and Gault-M may collectively get the name 
Rest-guides. However, the focus of such names is to 
simplify the expression of some commands; otherwise, 
these commands may require an enumeration of the 
corresponding databases. 
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NEED FOR SOURCE TAGGING graduate programs in Information Systems 
[ComputerWorld, October 30,19891, Sullivan-Trainor, a 

Most end-users wish to know the source of their data 
(e.g., “Source: Reuters’ Newstext, Thursday, May 31, 

ComputerWorld staff, called the top schools to get the 

1990) This source knowledge may be important to them 
names of CEO’s who graduated from these schools with 

for many reasons. For example, it enables them to apply 
an MBA degree. In order to respond to his request, let us 

their own judgment to the credibility of the information. 
assume that the following SQL polygen query 

We call this the Data Source Tagging problem. SELECT CEO 
A decision maker may need to know not only the sources FROM PORGANIZATION, PALUMNUS 
of information but also the intermediate sources that WHERE CEO = ANAME AND DEGREE = “MBA” 
helped in composing the information. We call this the 
Intermediate Source Tagging problem. was created based on a polygen schema derived from an 

Alumni Database and a Company Database as shown 
For instance, in preparing a special report on the top ten below. 

Polygen Schema Alumni Database (AD): Company Database (CD): 
Alumni Schema Company Schema 

PORGANIZATlON(ONAME, CEO, IND) BUSINESS(BNAME IND) FIRM(FNAME, CEO) 
PALUMNUS(AID#. ANAME, DEGREE, MAJOR) L ALUMNU- ANAME, DEG, MAJ) 

The query result contains only the names of CEO which 
originated from the Company Database, but the query 
processor also needs to access the Alumni Database (an 
intermediate source) in order to select those CEOs who 
received an MBA degree. Moreover, the query processor 
needs to “know” that it has to merge the BUSINESS and 
the FIRM relations first before joining the CEO attribute 
with the ANAME attribute. As such, the challenge is to 
develop not only a polygen model but also a polygen 
algebra an& the algorithms for a polygen query processor 
capable of resolving the data and intermediate source 
tagging problems for any arbitrary polygen query. 
Tagging the Company Database name accurately to the 
result is referred to as the Data Sourrx Tagging problem. 
Tagging the intermediate use of the Alumni Database 
accurately is referred to as the Intermediate Source Tagging 
problem. 

The data and intermediate source tagging problems have 
not been dealt with to date. We have reviewed a broad 
range of literature (see the bibliography) and examined 
various research prototypes of heterogeneous distributed 
database systems, for example MULTIBASE in the 
United States [23-25,39, 74-751, PRECI’ in England [26- 
271, and MRDSM in France 149-501. In addition, we have 
surveyed more than forty U.S. commercial systems 
offering partial solutions to the heterogeneous 
distributed database problem, including Data 
Integration’s MERMAID, Cincom’s SUPRA, Metaphor’s 
DIS, and TRW’s Data Integration Engine 1401. To the 
best of our knowledge, none of these systems have dealt 
with these source tagging problems. 

RESEARCH AND GOALS 

Two related issues, among others, need to be addressed 
in source tagging: (1) What kind of polygen model 
should be created in order to tag multiple sources 

explicitly? (2) What is the relationship between the 
polygen model and the polygen query processing 
facility? 

Most heterogeneous distributed database systems adopt 
one of the following four data models [42, 651: the 
Relational Model, the Functional Data Model, the 
Semantic Database Model, or the Entity Relationship 
Model. Each data model has merits for its intended 
purposes.3 We selected the relational model. Based on 
the relational model, we define a polygen model for 
resolving the data and intermediate source tagging 
problems. 

One of the key activities in formulating composite 
information is to translate a polygen query into a set of 
local queries, which in turn are routed to the 
corresponding local databases. Query translation has 
been approached through view definition in most 
heterogeneous distributed database systems [6,23-24,45, 
491. A symbolic query transformation technique has also 
been proposed [21, 69-701 in which a syntax-directed 
parser converts a polygen query and transformation 
ntles4 into multiway trees. Through subtree matching, 

Both the Functional Data Model and the Semantic Database 
Model are rich in semantics and implemented in 
operational systems. The Entity Relationship Model is alao 
rich in semantics and is widely accepted as the leading 
database design tool. The relational model lends itself to a 
simple structure and an elegant theoretical foundation. Its 
Relational Data Base Management Systems dominate the 
database market today. Codd [1979] also extended the 
relational model to capture semantics such as 
generalization and aggregation. 
Each transformation rule contains a source part and.a 
target part. For example, 
Source:SELECT attribute-l FROM relation-l WHERE 
condition; Target: Projection ((attribute-l), Selection 
(condition, (relation-l)); 
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these multiway trees are further translated into local 
queries, given the specific source and target language 
syntax descriptions. 

As we will discuss later, our query translation 
mechanism differs from the above mentioned techniques 
in two important aspects: (1) Instead of the view 
definition approach which encodes the procedure for 
translating a polygen query into the corresponding local 
queries, our mechanism separates the mapping 
algorithm from the mapping data. As a result, adding a 
new database to the existing system does not require 
modifying the existing procedural view definitions. (2) 
Instead of the symbolic query transformation technique 
which tackles a broad range of nodal query languages at 
a higher level, our mechanism focuses on the mapping 
between a polygen algebraic expression and the 
corresponding local operations, permitting entities (and 
attributes) in local databases to overlap one another.5 

In sum, the first goal of this paper is to present a polygen 
model. Secondly, it presents a data-driven query 
translation mechanism for mapping a polygen query into 
a set of local queries dynamically. A concrete example is 
also provided to exemplify polygen query processing. 

RESEARCH BACKGROUND AND ASSUMPTIONS 

At the Composite Information Systems Laboratory, Sloan 
School of Management, MIT, we have evolved a research 
prototype which has access to three internal MIT 
databases (the Alumni Database, the Placement 
Database, and the Student Database) and three external 
commercial databases (Finsbury’s Dataline and I.P. 
Sharp’s Disclosure and Currency, both owned by Reuters 
Holdings PLC.). These databases provide breadth in 
data and examples of differences in style, accentuated 
somewhat by the different origins. For example, 
Finsbury is based in England, I.P. Sharp in Canada, and 
the MIT databases in the United States. 

The prototype query processor architecture is depicted in 
Figure 1. Briefly, the Application Query Processor 
translates an end-user query into a polygen query for the 
Polygen Query Processor (PQP) based on the user’s 
application schema. The PQP in turn translates the 
polygen query into a set of local queries based on the 
corresponding polygen schema, and routes them to the 
Local Query Processors (LQP). The details of the 

5 Katz and Goodman [1981] first explored view definition in 
MULTIBASE. There it was assumed that the local 
databases were disjoint (i.e., contains no entities in 
common). However, the most interesting (and difficult) 
problems occur when the local databases do overlap. This 
class of problem was tackled by Dayal and Hwang 119841 
using the view definition approach in the context of the 
Functional Data Model. 

mapping and communication mechanisms between an 
LQP and its local data bases is encapsulated in the LQP. 
To the PQP, each LQP behaves as a local relational 
system. Upon return from the LQPs, the retrieved data 
are further processed by the PQP in order to produce the 
desired composite information.6 

Many critical problems need to be resolved in order to 
provide a seamless solution to the end-user. These 
problems include source tagging, query translation, 
schema integration [5, 321, inter-database instance 
matching [a], domain mapping [28, 811, and semantic 
reconciliation [79]. We focus on the first two problems 
and make the following assumptions in this paper: 

l The local schemata and the polygen schema are all 
based on the relational model. 

l Sources are tagged after data has been retrieved 
from each database. 

l Schema integration has been performed, and the 
attribute mapping information is stored in the 
polygen schema. 

l The inter-database instance identifier mismatching 
problem (e.g., IBM vs. 1.B.M or social security 
identification number vs. employee identification 
number) has been resolved and the information is 
available for the PQP to use. 

l The domain mismatch problem such’as unit f$ vs. w, 
scale (in billions vs. in millions), and description 
interpretation (“expensive” vs. “$$$“, “Chinese 
Cuisine” vs. “Hunan or Cantonese”) has been 
resolved in the schema integration phase and the 
domain mapping information is also available to the 
PQP. 

5ection II defines the polygen model. Polygen query 
translation is presented in Section III. Section IV provides 
a detailed example of polygen query processing. Finally, 
concluding remarks are made in section V. 

II. The Polygen Model 

We first embellish the scenario described in Section I in 
order to exemplify the polygen model to be presented in 
this section. Let us assume that the following three local 
relational schemata had been chosen instead. 

6 Hierarchical, network, and other data models can be 
accommodated by including the necessary data-model 
translations. The problems of data model translation has 
been addressed, among others, in MULTIBASE and 
SCOOP [Spaccapietra et al]. In fact, our prototype’s LQP 
can handle unusual query interfaces, such as I.P. Sharp’s 
proprietary query language and Finsburg’s menu-driven 
interface [Paget, 1989; Wong, 19891. 
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Fiaure 1: The Querv Processor Architecture 

Alumni Database (AD) 

ALUMNUS(AID#. ANAME DEG. MAI) 

Placerned Database (PD) 
STUDENT@j& SNAME, CPA, MAJOR) 

Company Database (CD) 
FIRM(FNAME, CEO, HQ) 

CARBEB(AlD#.BNAME P& . -. INTfZRVIEW(SID#, CNAME 108 LOO PINANCE(F’NAIvIE, Y-R, PROFIT) 
BUSI- IhID) ComRATION (CNAME, TRADE, STATE) 

Each alumnus in the Alumni Database is uniquely 
identified through an alumnus identification number 
(AID#). Associated with each alumnus is a name, a 
degree, and a major. An alumnus may have positions in 
many businesses. Finally, a business is associated with 
an industry. 

A student in the Placement Database is uniquely 
identified by a student identifier number, and associated 
with a name, a GPA, and a major. A student may 
schedule interviews with mnny corporations for a job at 
a certain location. Finally, a corporation is associated 
with a trade and is headquartered in a state. 

A firm in the Company Database has a name, a CEO, and 
is headquartered in a city. It discloses yearly financial 
information on profit. 

A corresponding polygen schema is shown as follows: 
PALUMNUS (AID#. ANAME, DEGREE, MAJOR) 
PCAREER (AID% ONAME, POSITION) 
PORGANIZATION (ONAME, INDUSI’RY, CEO, 
HEADQUARTERS) 
PSTUDENT (SID#. SNAME, GPA, MAJOR) 
PINTERVIEW (SID#. ONAME, 10B. LOCATION) 
PFINANCE (ONAMI$ yEB& PROFIT) 

For expository purposes, we will use the prefix “P” to 
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denote that it is a polygen scheme. Although most of the CORPORATION scheme in the Placement Database, and 
polygen relations correspond to specific local relations, the FIRM scheme in the Company Database. The 
we note that the PORGANIZATION scheme combines attribute mapping relationships in the form (database, 
the BUSINESS scheme in the Alumni Database, kbe relation, 1’ tribute) are shown below. 

The “ALUMNUS Polyge:; Scheme 

AlD# I ANAME I DEGREE I MAJOR 
((AD, ALUMNUS, AIM)) 1 ((AD, ALUMNUS, ANAME)) 1 ((AD, ALUMNUS, DEG)) I ((AD, ALUMNUS, MAJ)) 

The PCAREER Polygen Scheme 

AlDlf I ONAME I POSlTlON 
((AD, CAREER, AlD#)J I ((AD, CAREER, BNAME)) I ((AD, CAREER, POS)) 

The PORGANlZATlON Polygen Scheme 

ONAME 
((AD, BUSINESS, BNAME), 

(PD, CORPORATION, CNAME), 
(CD, FIRM, PNAMD) 

INDUSTRY 
((AD, BUSINESS, lND), 

(PD, CORPORATION, TRADE)) 

CEO HEADQUARTERS 
((CD, FlRM, CEO)) ((PD, CORPORATION, STATE), 

(CD, mm, HQN 

The PSTUDENT Polygen Scheme 

SlD# I SNAME I GPA I MAJOR 
((I’D, STUDENT, SlD#)) I ((PD, STUDENT, SNAME)) 1 [(PD, STUDENT, GPA)) I ((PD, STUDENT, MAJOR)) 

The PlNTERVlEW Polygen Scheme 

SID# I ONAME I JOB I LOCATION 
((PD, INTERVIEW, SlDt)) 1 ((PD, INTERVIEW, CNAME)) 1 ((PD, INTERVIEW, JOB)) I ((PD, INTERVIEW, LOC)) 

The PFINANCB Polygen Sdreme 

I 

ONAME I YEAR I PROFIT 
((CD, FlNANCE, FNAME)) I ((CD, FINANCE, YR)l I ((CD, FINANCE, PROFIT)) 

We now define the polygen model. Let PA be a polygen 
attribute in a polygen scheme P, LS a local scheme in a 
local database LD, and LA a local attribute in LS. For 
example, ONAME is a polygen attribute in the polygen 
scheme PORGANIZATION, BUSINESS a local scheme in 
the local database AD, and BNAME a local attribute in 
the local scheme BUSINESS. 

Let MA be the set of local attributes corresponding 
to a PA, i.e., 

MA = ((LD, LS, LA) I (LD, LS, LA) denotes a local 
attriiute to the corresponding PA). 

For ONAME in the PORGANIZATION polygen 
scheme, MA = ((AD, BUSINESS, BNAME), (PD, 
CORPORATION, CNAME), (CD, FIRM, FNAME)). 

A polygen scheme P is defined as 
P = ((PAI, MAl), . . . , (PA,, MA,)) where n is the 
number of attributes in P. 

PORGANIZATION = ((ONAME, ((AD, BUSINESS, 
BNAME), (PD, CORPORATION, CNAME), (CD, 
FIRM, FNAME))), (INDUSTRY, [(AD, BUSINESS, 
IND), (PD, CORPORATION, TRADE))), (CEO, 
((CD, FIRM, CEO))), (HEADQUARTERS, ((PD, 
CORPORATION, STATE), (CD, FIRM, HQ)))) 

A polygen schema is defined as a set {Pl, . . . , PN} of N 
polygen schemes. In the above scenario, the polygen 
schema consists of the following schemes: 

(PALUMNUS, PCAREER, PORGANIZATION, 
PSTUDENT, PINTERVIEW, PFINANCE} 

A polygen domain is defined as a set of ordered triplets. 
Each triplet consists of three elements: the first is a 
datum drawn from a simple domain in an LQP. The 
second is a set of LDs denoting the local databases from 
which the datum originates. The third is a set of LDs 
denoting the intermediate local databases whose data led 
to the selection of the datum. 

For the polygen scheme PORGANIZATION in the 
above scenario, 
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A polygen relation p of degree n is a finite set of time- 
varying n-tuples, each n-tuple having the same set of 
attributes drawing values from i:‘? corresponding 
polygen domains. A cell in a po!:;;;?n relation is an 
ordered triplet c=(c(d), c(o), c(i)) where c(d) denotes the 
datum portion, c(o) the originating portion, and c(i) the 
intermediate source portion. Two polygen relations are 
union-compatible if their corresponding attributes are 
defined on the same polygen domain. 

Note that P contains the mapping information between a 
polygen scheme and the corresponding local relational 
schemes. In contrast, p contains the actual time-varying 
data and their originating sources. Occasionally, a 
polygen scheme and a polygen relation may be used 
synonymously without confusion. The data and 
intermediate source tags for p are updated along the way 
as polygen algebraic operations are performed. 

THE POLYGEN ALGEBRA 

Let attrs(p) denote the set of attributes of p. For each 
tuple t in a polygen relation p, let t(d) denote the data 
portion, t(o) the originating source portion, and t(i) the 
intermediate source portion. If x E attrs(p), X = 
(Xl . . . . xi . . . . XJ) is a sublist of attrs(p), then let pJx1 be the 
column in p corresponding to attribute x, let p[Xl be the 
columns in p corresponding the sublist of attributes X, let 
tixl be the cell in t corresponding to attribute x, and let 
t[XJ be the cells in t corresponding to the sublist of 
attributes X. As such, p[xJ(o) denotes the originating 
source portion of the column corresponding to attribute 
x in polygen relation p while t[X](i) denotes the 
intermediate source portion of the cells corresponding to 
the sublist of attributes X in tuple t. On the other hand, 
~1x1 denotes the column corresponding to attribute x in 
polygen relation p inclusive of the data, originating 
source, and intermediate source portions while t[XJ 
denotes the cells corresponding to the sublist of 
attributes X in tuple t inclusive of the data, originating 
source, and intermediate source portions. 

The five orthogonal algebraic primitive operators [16-20, 
471 in the polygen model are defined as follows: 

Pro@?. If p is a polygen relation, and X = (xl..., xl, . . . . XJ) 

is a sublist of attrstp), then 

p[Xl = (t’ I t’ = tIX1 if te p A tIXl(d) is unique; 
t’(d)=tiIXJ(d), t’[xj](o)= ti[Xjl(o) U...U 

tk[Xj](O) V Xj E X, t’[xjl(i)= ti[xjl(i) U.. . u tkJxjJ(i) V Xj E X 
if ti , . . . tk EP A ti[X](d)=...= tk[XI(d)). 

Cartesian product. If pI and p2 are two polygen 
relations, then 

(p1 xp2)=h0 t2 It1 epl and t2 l p2whcre o 
denotes concatenation). 
Restrict. If p is a polygen relation, x E attrdi~i. 1: E 

attrs(p), and 8 is a binary relation, then 
pIx 8 y] = It’ I t’(d) = t(d),‘t’(o) =,t(o), t’I&J(i) i @J(i) u 
t[xl(o) u tIyl(o)V W”E Mrdp), 

if t l p A tIxI(d) 8 tIyI(d)}. 
Union. If p1 and ,pz are two polygen relations and both 
have degree n, tI E pl, t2 l pz, then 
(PI u p2 ) = (t’ I t’= tl if tI(d)e pl A tI(d)e p2; 
t’=tz if t2 (d) e pr A t2(d) E pz; 
t’(d)=tl(d), t’(o)=tl(o) u b(o), t’(i)=tl(i) u t2(i) if 

M)=t2 (4) 
Ll#immz. Let p(o) denote the union of all the t(o) sets in 
p, and p(i) denote the union of all the t(i) sets in p. If pI 
and p2 are two polygen relations and both have degree 
n, then 
(PI- p2) = (t’ I t’(d)= t(d), t’(o) = t(o), t’[wl(i) = t[wl(i)u 
p2(0) u m(i) V w l attrs(p), if t l p1 and t(d)q p2). 

The intermediate source portion, t(i), is updated by 
Restrict and Difference. The Restrict operation selects the 
tuples in a polygen relation which satisfies the [x 8 y] 
condition. As such, the originating local databases of the 
x and y attribute values are added to the t(i) set in order 
to signify their mediating role. Since Seled and Join are 
defined through Restrict, they also update.t(i). 

Difference selects a tuple in pl to be a tuple in (pl - pz) if 
the data portion of the tuple in pI is not identical to 
those of the tuples in pz. Since each tuple in pl needs to 
be compared with all the tuples in ~2, it follows that all 
the originating sources of the data in p2 should be 
included in the intermediate source set of (PI - p2), as 
t’(i) = t(i) u p2(0) u p2(i) denotes. 

In contrast, Project, Cartesian Product, and Union do not 
involve intermediate local databases as the mediating 
sources. Other traditional operators can be defined in 
terms of the above five operators. The most common are 
Join, Select, and Intersection. Join and Select are defined as 
the restriction of a Cartesian product. Intersection is 
defined as the project of a loin over all the attributes in 
each of the relations involved in the Intersection. 

In order to process a polygen query, we also need to 
introduce the following new operators to the polygen 
model: Retrieve, Coakscz, Outer Natural Primary Join, 
Outer Natural Total Join, and Merge. 

A local database relation needs to be retrieved from a 
local database to the PQP first before it is considered as a 
PQP base relation. This is required in the polygen model 
because a polygen operation may require data from 
multiple local databases. Although a PQP base relation 
can be materialized dynamically like a view in the 
conventional database system, for conceptual purposes, 
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we define it to reside physically in the PQP.7 The 
Retrieve operation can be defined as an LQP Restrict 
operation without any restricting condition. 

Coalesce and Outer Natural loin have been informally 
introduced by Date to handle a surprising number of 
practical applications. Conlesce takes two columns as 
input, and coalesce them into one column. An Outer 
Naturul Join is an outer join with the join attributes 
coalesced 1221. 

We define an Outer Natural Primary loin as an Outer 
Natural loin on the primary key of a polygen relation. 
For example, the Outer Nuturd Primary Join for 
PORGANIZATION is an Outer Natural Join on ONAME. 
An Outer Natural Total Join is an Outer Natural Primary 
Join with all the other polygen attributes in the polygen 
relation coalesced as well. In the PORGANIZATION 
example, an Outer Natural Total Join would perform an 
Outer Natural Primary Join on ONAME followed by a 
number of Coalesce operations on INDUSTRY, CEO, and 
HEADQUARTERS. Merge extends Outer Natural Total 
join to include more than two polygen relations. It can 
be shown that the order in which Outer Natural TotalJoin 
are performed over a set of polygen relations in a Merge 
is immaterial. 

Since Coalesce can be used in conjunction with the other 
polygen algebraic operators to define the Outer Natural 
Primary Join, Outer Natural Total loin, and Merge, we 
define Coalesce as the sixth orthogonal primitive of the 
polygen model. 

Coalesce. Let Q denote the coalesce operator. If p is a 
polygen relation, x e at%(p), y l attrs(p), 2 = attrs(p) - 
(x, y), and w is the coalesced attribute of x and y, then 
p[x 0 y:wl = 
It’ I t’[zl=t[zl, t’[wl(d)=t[xl(d), t’[wl(o) =t[xl(o) ut[yl(o) , 
t’[wl(i) =thl(i) MyI( if thl(d)=t[yl(d); 

t’[zl=t[zl, t’[wl(d)=t[xl(d), t’[wl(o) =t[xl(o), t’Iwl(i) 
=t[xl(i) , if t[yl(d)=nil; 
t’[zl=t[zl, t’[wl(d)=t[yl(d), t’[wl(o) =t[yl(o) , t’[wl(i) 
=t[yl(i) , if tlxl(d)=nil}. 

Note that in a heterogeneous distributed environment, 
the values to be coaleased may be inconsistent. That 
issue is beyond the scope of this paper, we have assumed 
that inter-database instance mismatching problems will 
be resolved before the coalease operation is performed 
W, 861. 

We have presented the polygen model and the polygen 
algebra. The algebra will be used in Section IV to 
compose information with datn source tags and 

7 This approach simplifies the Polygen Operation Interpreter, 
to be presented in !Section III. 

intermediate source tags. In order to do that, it is necessary 
to know the process of translating a polygen query into a 
query execution plan. This process is presented below. 

III. Polygen Query Translation 

To illustrate how a polygen query would be processed, 
we now describe a possible polygen query translator 
algorithm. For brevity of exposition, this algorithm does 
not employ any sophisticated optimization techniques. 
As a simpler example, let us assume that the following 
SQL polygen query was submitted to the PQP in order to 
respond to Sullivan-Trainotis request: 

SELECT ONAME, CEO 
FROM PORGANIZATION,PALUMNUS 
WHERE CEO = ANAME AND ONAME IN 

(SELECT ONAME FROM 
PCAREER WHERE AID# IN 

(SELECT AlD# FROM 
PALUMNUS WHEFJ 
DEGREE = “MBA”)) 

A corresponding polygen algebraic expression for the 
SQL polygen query is as follows: 

( ( ( ( PALUMNUS [DEGREE = “MBA”] ) 
[AlD#=AlD#] I’CAREER) [ONAME = ONAME] 
PORGANIZATION ) [CEO = ANAME 1 ) 
[ONAME, CEO] 

In this expression, those alumni with an MBA degree are 
selected from the PALUMNUS relation. The result is 
joined with the PCAREER relation on AlD#, which in 
turn is joined with FORGANIZATION on ONAME, 
followed by a restriction on “CEO=ANAME” followed 
by a projection on ONAME and CEO. 

In general, the PQP takes a polygen algebraic expression 
as an input and produces a query execution plan for 
retrieving data from the local databases and formulating 
composite information. Three components are involved 
in this process: the Algebraic Analyzer, the Polygen 
Operation Interpreter, and the Query Optimizer, as shown 
in Figure 2. 
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intermediate 

The Algebraic Analyzer parses a polygen algebraic 
expression and generates a Polygen Opmtion Matrix. For 
example, the Polygen Operation Matrix for the example 
polygen algebraic expression is presented in Table 1 
below. The first row indicates that a Select operation 
should be performed on the Left-Hand Relation (LHR) 

PALUMNUS using the 6 relation “=” between the Left- 
Hand Attribute (LHA) DEGREE and the Right-Hand 
Attribute (RI-IA) “MBA.” In this case, there is no need 
for a Right-Hand Relation (RI-JR). The result is denoted 
by R(l), a Polygen Relation (PR). Details of the Algebraic 
Analyzer is beyond the scope of this paper. 

Next the Polygen Operution Interpreter expands the 
Polygm Operation Matrix and generates an Intermediate 
Operation Matrix. In addition to the Polygen Operation 
M&ix, the Polygen Operation Interpreter takes the polygen 
schema as an input in order to produce the Intermediate 
Operation Matrix. For clarity, a two-pass Polygen 
Operation Interpreter, pass one dealing with the left-hand 
side and pass two the right-hand side of polvgen 
operations, is presented below. 

The input to pass one is a Polygen Operation Matrix as 
Table 1 exemplifies and an empty h&mediate Operufion 
Matrix. The output from pass one (and input to pass 
two) is a half-processed Intermediate Operation Matrix, as 
shown in Table 2. The execution locution (EL) of an 
operation depends on where the data resides. Note that 
when the execution location is an LQP (e.g., AD in the 
first row of Table 2), it is also used as the originating 
source fag for each of the cell, c(o), of the polygen base 
relation (R(1) in this case). 

In this example, pass one recognizes that the first row elf 
Table 1 contains the polygen relation PALUMNUS 

first row CC Table 2 which is empty initially. The second 

whose attribute DEGREE corresponds to 
to the fifth row of Table 1 are mapped into Table 2 

((AD,ALUMNUS,DEG)). Thus, LS=ALUMNUS, 
without any change, and the PQP is assigned as the 
execution location because the left-hand relations, R(1) 
through R(1), reside in the PQP. LA=CEG, LD=AD, and the tuple (R(l), Select. 

ALUMNUS, DEG, =, “MBA“, nil, AD) is inserted into the 
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Continuing with the example, pass two processes the 
right-hand side of Table 2 and produces Table 3 below. 
In general, the left-hand relation is either a relation defined 
by the polygen schema or a R(#) denoting a polygen base 
relation (or a polygen relation derived from other 
polygen base relations). In the first case, the left-hand 
relation may correspond to either one or multiple local 
relations. If only one local relation exists, then the 
polygen operation is mapped into the local operation, 
and the corresponding LQP is assigned as the execution 
location. If multiple local relations exist, then these 

relations are retrieved and merged first before the 
requested operation is performed by the pQP.s The 
second case involves an update of the R(#) from the 
Polygen Operation Matrix to the corresponding R(#) in 
the half-processed Intermediate Operation Matrix. In 
addition, the PQP is assigned as the execution location 
because R(#) resides in the PQP. The pass one algorithm 
is presented in Figure 3 belowp 

Continuing with the example, pass two processes the 
right-hand side of Table 2 and produces Table 3 . ___ __.- ~-~-_. .~ 

k=l; /* start from the first row of the Polygen Operation Matrix (POM) ‘/ 
n=l; /* start from the first row of the initially empty matrix H */ 
while k I Cardinality(POM) /* for each row in the POM, process the left-hand side */ 
begin 
if POM(k,LHR)e P A POM(k,LHA)=PAi then /’ LXSC the LHR is defined in tkpolygen schema “1 

if MAi =((LD,LS,LA)) then /’ cue: MAi has a single element */ 
begin 

H(n)=(R(n), POM(k,OP), LS, LA, POM(k,B), POM(k,RHA), POM(k,RHR), LD); n=n+l; 
end 

else begin /‘use: hUi =((LDl,LSl,LAl),. . ., (LDJ,LSJ,LAJ)W 

j=l; while j I J begin H(n)=(R(n), Retrieve, LSj, nil, nil, nil, nil, LDi>; j=j+l; n=n+l; end 
H(n)=(R(n), Merge, {R(n-1) ,..., R(n-J)), nil, nil, nil, nil, “PQP”); n=n+l; 
H(n)=(R(n), POM(k,Op), R(n-1), POM(k,LHA), POM(k,B), 

POM(k,RHA), POM(k,RHR), “PQP”); n=n+l; 
end 

else beginp case: R(n) ‘1 
H(n)=(R(n), POM(k,OP), R(map(POM(k,LHR)))lo, POM(k,LHA), 

POM(k,B), POM(k,RHA), POM(k,RHR), “FQP’); n=n+l; 
end 

k=k+l; /* point to the next row of POM ‘/ 
end 

Figure 3: The Pass Oilc AJprithr:l f:jr the I’olvggn Occerd:ion Interureter ___._ -. .-. .._ 
- _, .- -. 

---- 
8 
9 

We do not consider any optimization here. 
assuming that the Algebraic Analyzer has insured that a 
POM represents a legal polygen query. 

I” The map function converts the R(#) denoted by 
I’OM(k,LHR) to the corresponding R(I) in H. 
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The first row of Table 2 is copied over to Table 3 directly corresponds to a single local scheme CAREER. As such, 

because the right-hend r&ion is non-existent (nil) and no the local relation CAREER is retrieved first (Row 2, Table 

uthct mapping is required. The second row of Table 2 is 3) followed by a Join (Row 3, Table 3). The third row of 

;I ]oln df a polygen relation, R(l), with PCAREER which Table 2 is a Join between R(2) and PORGANIZATION 

k=l; /* start from the first row of the half-processed Intermediate Operation Matrix (I-I) l / 
n=l; /* start from the first row of the initially empty Intermediate Operation Matrix (IOM) ‘/ 
while k s Canlinality(H) /* for each row in the Half-processed IOM, process the right-hand side */ 
begin 
if H(k,RI-IR)e P A H(k,RHA)=PAi then /‘use: tk RHR is defined in tk porYgen schema “1 

if MA1 =((LD,LS,LA)) then /’ cxsc h4Ai has II singk? element l / 
If H(k,EL>=“PQP” then /* Case: LHR already an R(#) l / 

begin 
JOM(n)=(R(n), Retrieve, LS, nil, nil, nil, nil, LD); n=n+l; 
IOM(n)=(R(n), H(k,OP), R(map(H(k,LHR))), H(k,LHA), H&,6), H(k,RHA), 

R(n-1), “PQP”); n=n+l; 
end 

else /’ me: L.HR and RHR both as defined in tk polygn! schema l / 
begin 
IOM(n)=(R(n), H(k,OP), H(k,LHR), nil, nil, nil, nil, H(k,EL)); n=n+l; 
IOM(n)=(R(n), Retrieve, LS, nil, nil, nil, nil, LD); n=n+l; 
IOM(n)=(R(n), H(k,OP), R(n-2), PA(H(k,LHR), HWHA))ll, H(k,W, H(I<RHA), 

R(n-1), ‘PQP”); n=n+l; 
end 

else begin /’ UJ.W: MAi =((LD~,LS~,LA~),..., (LDJ,LSJ,LAJ>)*/ 
j=l; 
whiIejS;J 

begin 
IOM(n)=(R(n), Retrieve, L!+, nil, nil, nil, nil, LDi); 
j=j+l; n=n+l; 

end 
IOM(n)=(R(n), Merge, (R(n-1 ),. . ., R(n-J)), nil, nil, nil, nil, “PQP’); n=n+l; 
If H(k,EL)=“PQP” then /* Case: LHR already an R(#) ‘/ 

begin 
IOM(n)=(R(n), H(k,OP), R(mnp(H(k,LHR))), H(k,LHA), 
H&0), HO<,RHA), R(n-1), “PQP”); n=n+l; 
end 

else r case: L.HR and RHR both as defined in tk p@gen schema ‘1 
bcsin 

IOM(n)=(R(n), Retrieve, (H(k,LHR)), nil, nil, nil, nil, H&EL)); n=n+l; 
IOM(n)=(R(n), H(I<,OP), R(n-1), PA(H(k,LHR), H(I<,LHA)), HW), H(k,RHA), R(n-2), “PQP”); n=n+l; 

end 
end 

else begin /‘case: R(#) or nil’/ 
IOM(n)=(R(m, H(k,OP), R(map(H(k,LHR))), H(k,LHA), 
H(k,e), H(k,RHA), R(map(H(k,RHR))), H(k,EL)); n=n+l; 

end k=k+l; /* point to the next row of H ‘/ 
end 

pipum 4: The Pass Two Alrrorithm of the Polvaen Ooeration interpreter 

1 i keturn the corresponding polygen attribute given a pair of local scheme and attribute. This is needed to undo the pass one 

work in this case. 
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which corresponds to three local relations - BUSINESS, 
CORPORATION, and FIRM. As such, these three local 
relations are retrieved (Row 4-6, Table 3), merged (Row 
7,Table 3), and followed by a loin with R(2) of Table 2 - 
which maps to R(3) of Table 3. Finally, the fourth anti 
fifth row of Table 2 maps to the ninth and tenth row crt 
Table 3. 
In general, three possibilities exist for the right-hand 
relation: (1) a relation defined by the polygen schema (2) 
a R(#) denoting a polygen base relation or a polygpn 
relation derived from other polygen base relations, aill! 
(3) nonexistent (nil). The second and third cases follow 
the second case of pass one closely. The first case is also 
similar to pass one unless both the left- and right-hand 
sides require LQP operations. For example, the scenario 
presented in Section I has a join between 
PORGANIZATION and PALUMNUS, both requirinr: 
LQP operations first. That being the condition, separ. 
LQP operations need to be performed first before iilc 

The Alumnus Relation (AD) 

requested polygen operation is performed. The pass two 
alporithm is shown in Figure 4. 

Finally, the Query Optimizer examines the Intermediaie 
Operation Matrix and generates a query execution plan. 
Details of the @cry optimizer is also beyond the scope of 
this paper. Note also that the local database systems will 
most likely have their own high-level query languages, 
such as SQL, with their own optimization methods. As 
such, the algebraic expressions could be synthesized 
before sending to the corresponding local database 
systems. 

IV. Example Source Tagging in the PQP 

We now illustrate the processing of the example polygen 
qucw assuming the following local relations. 

The Career Relation (AD) 
HNAME i Pcx I 

The Business Relation (AD) 

The Fum Relation (CD) The Finance Relation (CD) 

Let us assume that Table 3 is used as a query execution 
plan (i.e., without further optimization). The first row of 
Table 3 indicates that the operation ALUMNUS]DEG = 
“MBA”] should be executed by the Alumni Database 

LQP and the result is shown in Table 4. Note that the 
data source cell is the set (AD) which is taken directly 
from the EL cell of the first row, Table 3. The 
intermediate source is an empty set. 
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MA1 ,.a1 ‘J 1 

IS, WI, 0 
I 

MGT IADI. n _, ., . ~,,., I 
r ---I, 0 I IS, (AD), (J 

4% IADI. fl 1 Dave Horton. IADI. fl I MBA. IADI. II IS. IADI. () 
I n 

AID# 

012 (AD), 0 
123, (ADI, 0 
234, (ADI. fl 

Table 4: Result of the Operation of Row 1, Table 3 
ANAME DEG 

John McCauley, (AD), () MBA, (AD), 0 
Bob Swanson, (AD), () MBA, (ADI. 0 
Stu Madnick. IADI. II MBA. IAD 

I 567, (ADjj r, 
--, .- --,I 

i John Reed, (AD), 0 I MBA, (AD), 0 I MIT, WI, II I 

The second row of Table 3 indicates that the CAREER shown in Table 5. The Join requires that the intermediate 
relation should be retrieved from the Alumni Database source cells to be (AD) although in this case it appears to 
and joined (Row 3, Table 3) with Table 4. The result is be redundant. 

Table 5: Result of the Ooerations of Row 2 and 3. Table 3 

Next the BUSINESS, CORPORATION, and FTRM 
relations are retrieved from the Alumni Database, the 
Placement Database, and the Company Database 
respectively, then merged in the PQP. The result is 

shown in Table 6. The Outer Nuturul Primary Join, Outer 
Natural TotuZ Join, and Co&sce operations for generating 
Table 6 is shown in the Appendix A. 

(AD, CDL(AD, CD) 
IBM, 

(AD, PD, CD), (AD, PD, CD) 
MIT, WIAADI 

CltiGru. 

(ADMAD; ‘33 
High Tech, 

MD, PDLIAD, PD, CD1 
Education, (AD),(AD) 

Bankina. 

(PD, CDJ,f;fys, PD, CD) 
fit 0, IAD) 

NY. 

(W,(AD, ‘=h 
John Ackers, 

(W,(AD, PD, CD) 
nil. 0. (AD) 
John Reed, 

(AD, PD, CD),(Aij, PD, CD) 
Oracle, 

(AD, PD, CD),(AD, PD, CD) 
Ford, 

(AD, CWAD, CD1 
DEC. 

(AD, PD),(AD,?i’D, CD) 
High Tech, 

IAD, PDMAD, PD, CD) 
Automobile, 

(AWAD, CD1 
Hi& Tech, (AD, PD), (AD, PD, 

(PD, CD),Ati, PD, CD) 

(I’D, CDJ,g, PD, CD) 

(CD), (%, CD) 
MA 

(cDi(AD, PD;W 
Lawrence Ellison, 
WU4D, PD, CD1 

Donald Peterson, (CD),(AD, 
CD1 

Ken Olsen, 

Genentech, CA. Bob Swanson, 
(AD, CD), (AD, CD) 

Apple, 
(PD, CD), (PD, CD) 

AT&T, 
(PD, CD),fPD, CD) 

Banker’s Trust, 
0% CD), FD, ‘=I 

(AD); (AD, CD) 
High Tech, 

(PD),(PD, CD) 
High Tech, 

(PD), (PD, CD) 
Finance, 

FDI, FD, CD) 

IW, (Ati, al 
CA, 

(I’D, CD,( PD, CD) 
NY, 

(PD, CD),(PD, CD) 

(PD, a?PD, CD) 

IW, (AD, CD) 
John Sculley, 

(CD),(PD, CD) 
Robert Allen, 
(CD),(PD, CD) 

Charles Sanford, 
OX (I’D, CD) 

The PQP now joins Table 5 with Table 6 and produces 
Table 7 
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----- . . ---- --- -_ __.- - r---“--’ -. *.., . . “, a “1._ I 

ANAME I DEG MAJ ONAME I Pas INDUSTRY 

Table 7: Result nf the 0ncratk-m nf Rnw R Table ? 

WI, (AD), (ADI, (AD), (AD, CD),. (ADi tiD1, KS, 
IAD, CD) 

Km ’ 
(AD, CD) MD, CD1 (AD, CD1 IA4 CD1 (AD, CD1 IAD, CD1 IAD, CD) (AD, CD1 

{% 
Stu Madnick, MBA, CEO, Hotei, (AD), Stu Madnick, 

(AD, C’D, 
(AD), (AD,, CAsd, 

Langley Castle, 

(AD, C’D) 
IAD, ml, IAD), (AD, CD1 2 (CD,, 

IAD, CD) (AD, CD1 (AD, CD1 (AD, CD1 (AD, ‘6 (AD, CD1 
456, Dave Horton, MBA IS. Ford. Manager, Automobile, MI. Don Peterson. 
(AD), IAD,, (AD); (A~), (AD, Cd, (Ati, . (AD), . KDi, KDJ,- ’ 

(AD, CD) (AD, CD) (AD, CD) (AD, CD) (AD, CD) (AD, CD) (AD, CD) (AD, CD) (AD, CD) 
567, (ADI, John Reed, MBA, MIT, AD), aticorp, CEO, 
(AD, PD, WI,. 

Banking, (AD, John Reed, 
(ADI, (AD, PD, CD,, bW, PDIAAD, I’D, (PD%) DXMD, I’D, 

CD) (AD, PD, CD) (AD, PD, CD) 
W&D, 

(AD, PD, CD) (AD, PD, CD) CD) (AD, PD, CD) CD1 
2% (AD), Stu Madnick, MBA, IS IAD,. MIT, (AD), Professor, Education, niL 0, (ADI nil, 0, (AD1 

IAD) IADI. rADl IAD). IAM IAM IAM. lADI lADl IAM 

Table 7 is restricted to produce Table 8 . 

(AD, dil) [AL), 63) (A-D, k) (AD, CD, (Ail, ti) 

oj 
Stu Madnick, MBA, Langley Castle, Hotel, Stu Madnick, 

(AD, Cb) 
(AD), MD), {dsd, 

(AD, Ci3) 
(AD, aI, F$ 

(AD, Gil) 
IAD,, i%j . Km 

(AD, CD) (AD, CD) (AD, CD) [AD, CD) (AD, &D) (AD, CD) 
567, WI, John Reed, MBA,(AD), MIT,(AD), citiaxp, Bankin& NV, John Reed, 
IAD. I’D, IAD), IAD, PD, (AD, PD, (AD, PD, CD), Ei 

_ CD1 (AD, PD, CD) CD) CD1 (AD, PD, CD) (AD, PD;CD) {k$%,D&) {A:,?D:& {AD!$CD) 

Finally, Table 8 is projected to form Table 9 which graduated from MIT% Sloan School of Management with 
contains only those organizations and their CEOs who an MBA degree. 

Several observations can be made based on the source 
tagging information: 

(1) The information of Genentech is from the Alumni 
Database and Company Database, and only from 
these two databases. On the other hand, the 
information that Genentech’s CEO is Bob Swanson 
came from the Company Database, and the Alumni 
Database has served as an intermediate source in 
obtaining the information. 

(2) The information about Citicorp is available from all 
three databases, but the information about its CEO, 
John Reed, is available only in the Company 
Database. 

(3) From the polygen schema and the information of 
(ONAME, {AD, CD)), the polygen query processor 
can derive the information that Genentech is from 
the BNAME column, BUSINESS relation in the 
Alumni Database and from the FNAME column, 
FIRM relation in the Company Database. This 
information can be shown to the user upon request 
with a simple mapping. 

In a federated database environment with hundreds of 
databases, the data source and intermediate source 
information can be very valuable to the user as well as 
the polygen query processor in formulating cost- 
effective, customized, and credible composite 
information. 
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V. Concluding Remarks 

We have presented a polygen model for resolving the 
Data Source Tagging and Intermediate Source Tagging 
problems. The polygon m&Z research addresses issues in 
heterogeneous distributed database systems from the 
“where ti perspective - a perspective that, to the best of 
our knowledge, has not been studied to date. 
Furthermore, we have presented a data-driven query 
translation mechanism for mapping a polygen algebraic 
expression into a set of intermediate polygen operations 
dynamically. A Prototype, called System P, is currently 
being developed 1861 to realize the polygen model and 
the polygen query processing capability presented in this 
paper. 

This research has provided us with a theoretical 
foundation for further investigation of many other 
critical research issues in heterogeneous distributed 
systems, for example the cardinality inconsistency 
problem which is inherent in heterogeneous database 
systems.12 It also enable us to interpret information 
from different sources more accurately. By storing the 
metadata about each of the data sources in the PQP, 

Table Al: The Business Relation 
I BNAME I IND I 

many domain mismatch, semantic reconciliation, and 
data conflict problems can be resolved systematically 
using the data and intermediate source tags. 

Furthermore, this research serves as a departure point 
for developing polygen models for heterogeneous 
distributed database systems based on the Entity 
Relationship Model, the Functional Data Model, and the 
more recent object-oriented models [71 I. We believe that 
further research in this important area will not only 
contribute to the academic discipline but also benefit the 
business community in the foreseeable future. 

Appendix A: The Operations that Generate Table 6. 

The 4th, Sth, and 6th row of Table 3 indicates that the 
BUSINESS, CORPORATION, and FIRM relations should 
be retrieved from the Alumni Database, the Placement 
Database, and the Company Database respectively. As 
such, the corresponding data source cells are the set 
(AD), (PD), and (CD) respectively, as shown in Table Al, 
A2, and A3 below. The intermediate source is an empty 
set because no other data sources have been involved in 
oist;lii:ing these relations. 

Table A2: The Comoratinn R&tinn --- - -.- --- --- ----_ -_- _-__- *. 
CNAME I TRADE 1 . STATE 

HiehTech. IPD1.I) I CA. IPD1.I) 

Table A3: The Firm Relation 

I 
FNAME I CEO HQ 

AT&T. ICD1.I) 
Langley Castle, cCD),() 

Robert Allen, ICDLO 
Stu Madnick, iCD);i) 

NY, (CJXO 
MA, ICDLO 

Banker’s Trust, (CD),() Charles Sanford, {CD),{) NY, (WA1 
Citicorp, (CD),{) John R-4 KDl,O NY, (W,O 

Ford, ICDLI) Donald Peterson. (CD).{) ML KDLO 
NY, KDl,O 
CA, KDLO 
CA, KDLO 
MA, KWI 
CA KDLO 

I2 Under the relational assumption, the cardinality inconsistency 
problem exists in heterogeneous database systems because 
the referential integrity is not enforceable over multiple pre- 
existing databases which have been developed and 
administered independently and are likely to remain so. 
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1 II, CPDI I 0, (PI3 I PDM’D) I O”Dl,PDl I U’DMI 

(2) A CouZesor of the BNAME and CNAME columns into As we defined in Section II, step one and two together 
the ONAME column. The result is shown in Table A5. are called an Outer Natural Primary Join. 

t IBM. IAD. PDl.iAD;PDl- I HiehTech. iADi.iAD. PDl I Hinl 

Banking, (AD),(AD, PD) Banking, (PD),(AD, PD) NY, PDMAD, PDI 
High Tech, (AD),(AD, PD) High Tech, (PD),(AD, PD) CA, PD),(AD, PDI 

Automobile, (AD),(AD) nil, 0, (AD) nil, 0, (ADI 
High Tech, (AD),{AD, PD) High Tech, (PD),(AD, PD) MA, U’DMAD, PD) 

Enerxv, IADLIADI 4D) 
High Tech; (AD),(AD) 

nil, 0, &‘D) 
nil, 0, PD) 
nil. Il. IPDl 

nil, 0, MD). 
nil, 0, (ADI 

High Tech, (PD),(PD) 
High Tech, (PD),(PD) 

Fiance. (PDIJPDI 

nil, 0, 6 I 
nil, 0, (ADI 

CA, U’DIAPDJ 
NY, (PDIAPD) 
NY, (PD).fPD) 

C&en&h, (AD),(AD) 
Apple, (pDLPD1 
AT=, WW’D) 

Banker’s Trust. IPDLIPDI 

(3) A Co&we of the IND and TRADE columns into the 
INDUSTRY column, and a mapping of the local attribute 

STATE into the polygen attribute HEADQUARTERS. 
The result is shown in Table A6. 
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shown in Table A7, AS, and A9 following the same the body of the paper. 

Table A7: The Outer Join of Table A6 and Table AZ 

Table A6: The Outer Natural Total Join of Table Al and Table A2 

The Outer Natural Total loin of Table A6 and Table A3 is mocedure. Thk resultina Table A9 is shown as Table 6 in 

nil, I nil, 
(1, lb ( 1, IiD, 

John Reed, 
(CDL0 IC%O 

Lawrence Ellison, CA, 
(CD),0 ICDLO 

Donald Peterson, 
KDLO CCZJ 

Ken Olsen, MA. 
ICDM 1 WiO 

nil, I nil, 

IW,O KDLO 
John Sculley, 

(CD),0 &h 
Robert Allen, 

(CDL0 Gil 
Charles Sanford, 

(CDL0 
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Table A8: The Outer Natural Primarv loin of Table A6 and Table A3 
t ONAhf E I INI T - _ . _ __. _ _ . ..-.STRY HEADQUARTERS CEO HQ 

Langley Castle, Hotel, nil, Stu Madnick, 
(AD, CDLIAD, CD1 (ADMAD, CD1 0, (AD, CD1 ICDLIAD, CD) (CD),:%, CD) 

IBM, High Tech, John Ackers 
(AD, I’D, CD),(AD, PD,CD) (AD, PD),(AD, I’D, CD) (PD),(Ay;D, CD) (CD),(AD, PD, ;D) (CDJ,(AsD, CD) 

MIT, Education, nil, 
(AWAD) (ADLIADI 0, IAD) 02Dl O.ZDI 
Citicorp, Banking, 

(AD, PD, CD),(AD, PD) (AD, PD),(AD, PD, CD) {PD),(AyLD, CD) (CD;;&:zCD) (CD),{ AZD, CD) 
Oracle, High Tech, CA, Lawrence Ellison, CL 

(AD, PD, CD),(AD, PD, CD) 1 (AD, PD);(AD, PD, CD) 1 (PD),(AD, PD, CD) 1 (CD),fAD. PD. Cl% 1 frnl I Al-l i’n ml 1 ,---,-- ,--1 , I --,,,-- -, - -, -‘, 

Ford, I Automobile, I nil, I Doni tld Peterson, 1 MI. 
(AD, CDLIAD, CD) IAJXIAD, CD) 0, (AD, CD) KDIAAD, CD). ICDLlAJi CD) 

DEC, High Tech, 
(AD, PD, CD),(AD, PD, CD) (AD, PD),(AD, PD, CD) (PD),(A!$D, CD) (CD;;::k:CD) (CD),(A!&D, CD) 

(AglAD) 
Energy, nil, nil, 

lAWAD 0, (AD) O,ZDI 0, (ADI 
nil, Bob Swanson, 

IAD, CDMAD, CD) (AD[(AD, CD) 0, (AD, CD) ICWAD, CD) (CD),:&, CD) 
Avvle. Hieh Tech. CA. Iohn Scullev. CAM 

I Genentech, I Hiah Tech, 

I (PD, Cti);(Pil, CD) ! (PD[(PD, CD) 
, --.-. - -----, , -_ _, 

1 W’Dl,(Pii CD) 1 KDl,(PD, CD) 1 (CD),(PD, CD) .-1- -*. . - _ _-. 
Al&l, High .I-ech, Kobert Allen, 

(PO CDM’D, CD) IPDM’D, CD) (PD),;, CD) ICDLIPD, CD) (CD],s, CD) 
Banker’s Trust, Finance, Charles Sanford, 

IPD, CDM’D, CD) IPDLIPD, CD) (PD),z, CD) ICDLF’D, CD) (CD,,z, CD) 

Table A9: The Outer Natural Total Join of Table A6 and Table A3 
ONAME INDUSTRY HEADQUARTERS CEO 

Langley Castle, Hotel, 
(CD,,::, CD) 

Stu Madnick, 
(AD, CDLW, CD) IADLIAD, CD) KDLIAD, CD1 

IBM, High Tech, John Ackers, 
(AD, PD, CD),(AD, PD, CD) (AD, PD),(AD, PD, CD) (PD, CD),%, PD, CD) ICDLIAD, PD, CD) 

MIT, Education, nil, 
(ADMADJ IAD), o.& 0, IAD) 
Citicorp, Banking, John Reed, 

(AD, PD, CD),(AD, PD, CD) (AD, PD),(AD, PD, CD) (I’D, CD],z, PD, CD) WLIAD, PD, CD) 
Oracle, High Tech, Lawrence Ellison, 

(AD, PD, CD),(AD, PD, CD) (AD, PD),(AD, PD, CD) @‘D, CD],:& PD, CD) lCDL(AD, PD, CD) 
Ford, Automobile, Donald Peterson, 

(AD, W,(AD, CD) (ADMAD, CD) {CD,,:b, CD) ICDLIAD, CD) 
DEC, High Tech, MA, Ken Olsen, 

(AD, PD, CD),(AD, PD, CD) (AD, PD),(AD, PD, CD) (PD, CD),(AD, PD, CD) KWAD, PD, CD) 

( AD$D) 
Energy, nil, 

(AWAD) IL “;A1D, 0, IAD) 
Genentech, High Tech, Bob Swanson, 

(AD, CDLIAD, CD) IADLIAD, CD) (CD),;A, CD) KDLIAD, CD) 
Apple, High Tech, John Sculley, 

PD, CDLIPD, CD) IPDM’Q CD) (PD, C:,$D, CD) DXIPD, CD) 
AT&T, High Tech, 

P’D, CDLIPD, CD) U’DLPD, CD) (PD, CDSD, CD) 
Robert Allen, 
ICDWD. CD) 

Banker’s Trust, Finance, 
(PD, CDy;D, CD) 

,Zhdrlcs Sdntord 
’ IPD, CDLIPD, CD) IPDM’D, CD) ICD;,(I’D, CD} 
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